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Back to Ikland
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Mount Morungole is an island in the sky, hovering far above the 
plains and valleys of northern Uganda’s Kidepo Valley National 
Park. Mark Eveleigh treks into the highland home of the 
mysterious Ik tribe and discovers the truth about the community 
that was once portrayed as the world’s nastiest people

COMMUNITY SPIRIT: Children play outside the 
protective kraal at their village, Nalemoru — 

aptly meaning ‘village on a high point’ — on the 
slopes of Morungole Mountain, northern Uganda
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I 
really have no idea how old I am,” Mzee Mateus Yeya 
Acok tells me through a snaggletooth smile, “but I think I 
might even be 2000 years old.” Mateus is sitting, with his 
stork-thin legs tucked under him, outside his village high 
on the slopes of Morungole. His tribe, the Ik (numbering 

about 10,000 people), are known as one of the remotest and most 
culturally intact tribes in East Africa. Their recent history has been 
a dramatic and heart-rending cycle of famine and slaughter at the 
hands of more powerful tribes. It’s not surprising that old Mateus 
feels like he might have lived through two millennia.

Philip Akorongimoe has been a guide with the Uganda Wildlife 
Authority (UWA) for 17 years and, although a Dodoth tribesman, 
he’s become a friend of the Ik — iciebam in the Ik language — 
through the course of countless visits to the highland villages that 
have become their last stronghold. Philip and I confer momentarily 
and calculate that Mateus must be around 85-90 years old since 
he was already a respected 
village leader when a self-
proclaimed iciebam by the 
name of Colin Turnbull 
visited the region.

Few visits to the Ik 
homelands can have been 
more miserable than those 
of Colin Turnbull, the 
anthropologist who spent 
the best part of two years 
here in the mid-1960s. I’d 
read his book, about the 
tribe, The Mountain People, 
twice and had visited  
Kidepo — the park that 
I’d come to think of as 
perhaps the most beautiful 
in Africa — on a couple of 
occasions. Now, 50 years 
after Turnbull’s visit, I’m 
back again… and unable 
to equate the peaceful, 
smiling, fun-loving people 
around me with the sadistic 
sub-humans described in 
The Mountain People.

Turnbull dedicated his 
1972 best-seller to “the Ik, whom I learned not to hate”, yet its 
pages are almost a catalogue of unimaginable abominations of 
humanity: grandparents watch gleefully as a toddler crawls into  
a fire; a mother smiles in gratitude when her baby is snatched by 
a predator, thus relinquishing her of a duty to care for it; children 
deliberately knock starving old people to the floor in a particularly 
vicious Ik version of skittles… 

Despite being an experienced Oxford University-trained 
anthropologist, Turnbull struggled through most of his stay even to 
convince the Ik to talk to him. He eventually concluded that they had 
lost their traditional culture to the extent that their god — Didigwari 
— no longer existed for them and that their rituals and understanding 
of traditional medicine had become almost entirely extinct.

Philip and I had driven away from Kidepo’s Apoka Safari 
Lodge long before dawn, amid the bellowing roar of what 

sounded like a frustrated lion hunt, and shortly after first light we 
were already climbing Morungole’s lower slopes towards the Ik 
villages. Although Philip knew the trail well, a very fit 60-year-
old Ik by the name of Mzee Hillary had joined us and taken the 
responsibility of guiding us all the way up to Nakaale, the highest 
Ik village near Morungole’s 2759m peak. I’d learned my first 
word of Ik and, as energy flagged from time to time, I’d yelled 
out “Ora!” (‘Let’s go!’) to be echoed by the children around me. 
It was a far cry from the moody silence that seemed to dog every 
trek that Turnbull ever made with the Ik.

We stopped frequently. At first, this was simply to catch 
my breath, but before long I realised that Mzee Hillary’s open 
smile was like a shop window, revealing a tantalising display of 
fascinating wilderness knowledge. He showed me the sacred fig 
tree where, long ago, his forefathers had harvested bark to make 
cloth to keep them warm and where, to this day, complex animal 

sacrifices are still carried 
out to bring rain. When we 
stopped in another patch of 
shade I pointed at random 
to three plants around me, 
and Hillary reeled off a 
string of medicinal qualities 
that could be used to treat 
earache, constipation and 
even an instant cure for 
scorpion stings.

The cheerful 
explanations continued 
long after Morungole’s 
steep slope had temporarily 
silenced my questions. 
On arrival at the village, 
however, it took old Mzee 
Mateus just a minute to 
revive my waning energy 
with his tales of ‘2000 
years as an Ik’. 

The origin of the Ik tribe 
is one of Africa’s unsolved 
mysteries. Linguist Terrill 
B Schrock (who published 
his English-Ik dictionary in 
2017) claims to have found 

evidence linking the Ik to cultures in southern Egypt. According to 
Mzee Mateus, the Ik have lived around the foothills of Morungole 
since the beginning of time and he explained that an ancestor 
called Ngole had commanded that they must never leave their 
sacred mountain.

A few years ago, Philip visited with members of the National 
Forestry Authority who wanted to see about the possibility of 
convincing the Ik to come down, to bring them closer to schools 
and medicine: “Not until your medicine can make our ancestor 
come back from the dead and command us personally,” they’d said. 
“Only then will we go down.”

Colin Turnbull, however, believed that the Ik must be forced 
to move, whether they liked it or not. He advised the Ugandan 
government that the Ik should be rounded up in a swift military-
style operation “before they could flee” and that they should be 

THE SIMPLE LIFE: Accompanied by UWA guide Philip Akorongimoe and other Ik children 
and adults from Nakaale village, a boy treads on bean pods to open them. OPPOSITE: 
Mzee Mateus Yeya Acok has no idea how old he is — perhaps 2000, he suggests
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SAFARI PLANNER
n Getting there  Kenya Airways and Ethiopian Airlines fly to Entebbe, 
from where you can fly to the remote Kidepo Valley National Park 
with Fly Uganda or Aerolink. The easiest way to arrange your trip 
is to book through a reliable tour operator. The writer was hosted 
by Natural World Safaris, which offers year-round bespoke trips to 
Kidepo, including everything except visas, international flights and 
gorilla tracking permits. 
n Where to stay  Apoka Safari Lodge, the only lodge in Kidepo 
National Park, is a great base to explore the reserve on foot or in  
a 4WD as well as the wider Karamoja region. 
n When to go  As Uganda sits on the equator, there are insignificant 
temperature variations and the tropical climate is enjoyable all year 
round. However, the heavy rains from March to May and in October 
and November close certain parts of the park to visitors. December 
to February is the ideal time 
to go birdwatching. 
n Health  Visit your local GP 
or travel clinic well in advance 
of your trip to check what 
immunisations you need and 
the best antimalarials to take. 
n Further reading  Bradt’s 
Guide to Uganda (8th edition) 
by Philip Briggs; The Ik 
Language by Terrill B Schrock; 
also visit safaribookings.com 
for further information  
about Kidepo.

DID YOU KNOW?
n The Ik people are an endangered tribe of just 10,000 or so  
in number. 
n Their traditional hunting and gathering areas were turned  
into Kidepo Valley National Park in the 1960s, so they were forced 
to migrate into the lower slopes of Mount Morungole. In later 
years, famine and raiding pressure from the Turkana tribe drove 
them higher. 
n They moved into their present villages in the early ’80s.
n They used to be hunter-gatherers but now live by subsistence 
farming, raising goats and wild honey gathering.
n The Ik people live in small villages arranged in clusters, which 
make up a ‘community’. Outer walls surround each village, which 
have a gateway called an odok. 
n Within each village, there are different partitioned family 
compounds, entered through a doorway called an asak.
n Until the age of 14 years old, children sleep in the family home 
and then they move to the boys’ or girls’ bandas.
n There is very little formal education other than learning to fend 
for yourself and the basics of survival. 
n The day after the marriage ceremony, the girl goes to the boy’s 
house. As she stoops to go through the gate they throw a bucket  
of water over her. Water is a symbol of happiness and joy and it 
will ensure a peaceful stay.
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redistributed in random non-family groups of not more than 10 
men, women and children through widely separated parts of 
the country. “If kept in larger units,” he explained, “they might 
well be able to band together to work their magic around them… 
perhaps corrupting still others.”

Fortunately, Turnbull’s advice was ignored. As Mateus and 
his friends tell us their story, a group of about 50 villagers squat 
around us listening respectfully to the recollections of their 
elders. They’re clearly very poor, with barely enough ragged 
clothing to insulate them against the growing chill of a highland 
afternoon. As I look around, welcoming smiles spread on the 
faces of everyone from the smallest children to the most wizened 
old women. These days, the Ik rarely descend from their 
highland hamlets, unless it is to visit the clinic or to trade the 
wild honey that is so precious that it even forms part of a bride 
price here. Women, in particular, are said to be almost addicted 
to Morungole’s syrupy honey and to the chewing tobacco that 
they carry in small pouches around their waist. “Which is the 
most delicious?” I ask one old lady. “Tobacco or honey?”

“Honey!” she replies, without hesitation, breaking 
into a toothless grin. “I think it is the honey that makes Ik 
people so sweet.”  
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OPPOSITE: A married woman displays the glass beads that are precious 
heirlooms among the Ik. ABOVE: Mzee Hillary and another Ik friend stand on the 
high slopes of Morungole, with the vast Kidepo Valley spread below them
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